Reimagined ColomBar opens its doors for an authentic local
experience
X April 2022, Colombo: Colombo’s iconic and stylish watering hole, ColomBar, has been relaunched to reinvigorate its offering of delightful cocktails, exclusive spirits and fusion food and
music that truly embody the spirit and diversity of the island. Conceptualised to showcase the
city and the island’s vibrant culture and heritage in one place, ColomBar at has been relocated to
its original location at 7 Degrees at Cinnamon Lakeside, Colombo. Over the years, ColomBar has
attracted footfalls from a loyal base of tourists, expats, locals and corporate executives coming
to unwind there with friends and colleagues after a stressful day.
As one of the trendiest bars in town, ColomBar offers over 116 types of arracks and
accompaniments in true Sri Lankan style, unmatched in any other locality. Guests can savour
“Lantharum”, ColomBar’s signature drink made of local arrack in a smooth blend of cinnamon
and tea, served in a lantharuma (lantern) shaped unique glass for a truly unique experience and
an icebreaker. The bar also showcases local spicy local street food from kottu roti to other
unmistakable street flavours available in Colombo’s night restaurants, including Thambapanni
crab curry to arrack infusions. The menu reflects the care with which the drinks and dishes have
been curated and named, drawing inspiration from local dialects.
Colombar distinguishes itself from others by representing the essence of Colombo’s soul by
offering an authentic experience unique from any other bar experience in the city. By showcasing
unique local experiences, ColomBar is in turn putting on display the wonder that is Sri Lanka to
its guests, priming their curiosity to learn more about the amazing island.
By celebrating Sri Lanka’s diversity and spirit through its enhanced offering, ColomBar is
enhancing the city’s night life by extending one more reason for tourists to flock to the city. The
re-launch comes at an opportune time when tourists have returned to the island and are seeking
an experiential holiday. As the jewel in Colombo’s nightlife, ColomBar offers a true bucket list
encounter for local and foreigners alike.
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